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Abstract

Photochemical transformations of methyl coumalate have been studied by matrix-isolation technique. Two photoreactions were
induced by UV (k > 295 nm) light: isomerisation to the Dewar form and a-bond cleavage leading to the open-ring aldehyde-ketene.
The first photoprocess was found to be strongly dominating. Experimental evidence of photoreversibility of both photoisomerisation
processes has been provided. Upon k > 200 nm irradiation, the photochemically formed monomeric Dewar species underwent decarbox-
ylation, with production of methoxycarbonyl-substituted cyclobutadiene. This antiaromatic photoproduct was experimentally observed
for the first time. All the photoproduced species were identified by comparison of their IR spectra with the spectra calculated at the
DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The unique structural features of pyran-2-one (a-pyr-
one) and its derivatives encouraged organic chemists to
extensive investigation of this class of compounds. The
molecules of a-pyrones are endowed with electrophilic
and nucleophilic centres that are responsible for substitu-
tion, addition, ring transformation and photochemical
reactions [1]. The a-pyrone sub-unit is found in a number
of natural products [2] showing a broad-spectrum biologi-
cal activity. Such compounds are characterised by their
ability of binding to specific protein domains and exerting
biological effects [3]. A wide range of substituted a-pyrones
show remarkable inhibitory activity against bacteria, yeasts
and fungi [4]. a-Pyrone is an important sub-unit of psora-
len. Psoralen has a potential to increase skin pigmentation
[5,6], moreover, in combination with UV irradiation it has
been used over decades in the treatment of psoriasis and
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other dermatoses [7–11]. Thus, the knowledge of the
UV-induced photochemistry of a-pyrone and substituted
a-pyrones may shed some light on the mechanisms of their
biological activity.

Photochemical transformations of a-pyrones may occur
in two directions. The ring-opening photochannel involves
the a-cleavage of the CAO bond and the formation of con-
jugated aldehyde ketene. An alternative photochannel
results in valence isomerisation, with production of a
Dewar structure (Scheme 1). The Dewar isomer, in turn,
can undergo decarboxylation with a formation of antiaro-
matic cyclobutadiene.

In the 70s, photochemistry of the parent compound
(a-pyrone) isolated in low-temperature matrices of inert
gases was extensively studied. The ring-opening photo-
channel strongly dominates over the Dewar formation in
a non-substituted a-pyrone [12–17]. Addition of substitu-
ents may alter the photochemistry of the pyrone ring.
For instance, the presence of methyl groups at positions
4 and 6 favours the valence isomerisation photochannel
and formation of the Dewar analogue [18,19]. The same
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trend has been found for 4,6-diphenyl-a-pyrone [20] as well
as for substituted 6-methyl-, 4-hydroxy- and 4-methoxy-a-
pyrones [21]. The synthesis and reactivity of different
substituted pyrones have been comprehensively reviewed
by Kvita and Fischer [22,23].

Among the different substituted analogues of a-pyrone,
the 5-substituted species have been studied to a lesser
extent. To the best of our knowledge, only one report
[24] deals with the solution and solid phase photochemistry
of a-pyrone bearing the carboxylate or ester substituent in
position 5. Photochemistry of these a-pyrone derivatives
has been studied for the compounds dissolved in hydrox-
ylic and nonhydroxylic solvents as well as for the solutions
in heavy-atom solvents. Further investigations concerned
photochemical transformations of a-pyrone in a solid
phase: suspended in KBr pellets or sandwiched between
two quartz plates. Those experimental results turned out
to be dependent both on the physical state and the solvent,
as well as on the wavelength of the irradiating light. In
order to explain those phototransformations, the authors
frequently assumed an aggregation of the studied mole-
cules. However, the importance of unimolecular photo-
chemistry remained unclear.

The present study of the 5-substituted a-pyrone, methyl
2-pyrone-5-carboxylate (methyl coumalate), continues the
ongoing investigation of UV-induced photochemistry of
this class of molecules isolated in low-temperature inert
matrices. Another purpose of this study is to distinguish
between the photochemistry of 5-substituted a-pyrone
monomers as opposed to their condensed state photochem-
istry [24], where interaction with solvents or self-aggrega-
tion was non-negligible.

2. Experimental and computational methods

The sample of methyl 2-pyrone-5-carboxylate used in
the present study was a commercial product supplied by
Aldrich. Even at a room temperature the saturated vapour
pressure of the solid compound is sufficient for deposition
of the matrices. The vapours of the compound (typically at
20 �C) were deposited, together with a large excess of an
inert gas (argon or xenon), on a CsI window cooled to
10 K. The experiments were carried out on two matrix-iso-
lation setups described elsewhere [25,26]. The results
obtained using each of the systems were the same.

The infrared spectra were recorded with 0.5 cm�1 reso-
lution using either a Mattson (60AR Infinity Series) [25]
or a Thermo Nicolet Nexus 670 FTIR [26] spectrometer,
equipped with KBr beam splitters and DTGS detectors.
The matrices were irradiated with the light from an HBO
200 high-pressure mercury lamp fitted with a water filter
and the Schott WG295 or Schott UG11 cut-off filters trans-
mitting the light with (k > 295 nm) or (k > 270 nm),
respectively.

The geometries of the isomers of methyl coumalate (as
well as the geometries of the photoproducts derived from
this compound) were optimised using the hybrid Hartree–
Fock and density functional theory method DFT(B3LYP)
with the Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional [27],
gradient-corrected functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr [28],
and Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair correlation functional
[DFT(B3LYP)] [29]. At the optimised geometries, the
DFT(B3LYP) harmonic vibrational frequencies and IR
intensities were calculated. All quantum-mechanical calcu-
lations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 98 program [30]
using the standard 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. To correct for
the systematic shortcomings of the applied methodology
(mainly for anharmonicity), the predicted vibrational
wavenumbers were uniformly scaled by 0.978.

3. Results and discussion

The geometry optimisations, carried out in the present
work for methyl coumalate (mp5c), led to identification
of two minima on the potential energy surface. These min-
ima correspond to structures mp5cI and mp5cII presented
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in Scheme 2. Both mp5cI and mp5cII forms have planar
pyran rings and are of overall Cs symmetry. The electronic
energy (including the zero-point vibrational contribution)
of the mp5cI isomer was calculated [at the DFT(B3LYP)/
6-311++G(d,p) level] to be lower by 1.54 kJ mol�1 than
that of the mp5cII conformer. Because of the small energy
difference, both forms should be expected to be populated
in the gas phase. At 20 �C, the predicted populations of
forms mp5cI and mp5cII are 65% and 35%, respectively.
The energy barrier separating these forms was predicted
to be higher than 37 kJ mol�1 in both directions (estimated
at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G(d,p) level). Such a high barrier
precludes interconversions between the two conformers
during their landing and cooling on the surface of the
low-temperature matrix. This implies that the relative pop-
ulations of the mp5cI and mp5cII isomers of methyl coum-
alate trapped into Ar and Xe matrices should be the same
as they were in the gas phase prior to deposition [25].

The experimental IR spectra of monomers of mp5c iso-
lated in argon and xenon matrices are presented in Fig. 1
(traces d and c). These spectra are well reproduced by the
spectrum simulated on the basis of theoretical calculations
carried out [at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level] for
isomers mp5cI and mp5cII (trace B). As it can be seen in
Fig. 1 (trace a), the theoretical spectra of the two isomers
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Fig. 1. Infrared spectra of monomeric methyl coumalate: (d) experimental spec
(a) theoretical spectra predicted [at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(d,p) level]
compound. The calculated frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.978; (b) th
mp5cII conformers. Lorentzian shapes (with bandwidths-at-half-height = 4 cm
on the basis of the relative populations of mp5cI and mp5cII conformers, corr
of mp5c are very similar. Hence, it would be very difficult
to distinguish between these forms in the experimental IR
spectrum. Fortunately, the exact knowledge concerning
the conformational orientation of the methyl-ester
(ACOOCH3) group does not seem to be essential for the
studies of photochemical transformations of mp5c.

Upon UV (k > 295 nm) irradiation of matrix-isolated
mp5c the intensities of the bands of this compound
decreased significantly (Fig. 2, traces a and b). In the
emerging spectrum of the photoproduct(s), the appealing
feature is the band at 1852 cm�1 (Ar), 1844 cm�1 (Xe).
Such a wavenumber is typical of the bands due to the
stretching vibrations of C@O groups directly attached to
small rings (e.g. the four-membered rings of the Dewar iso-
mers). The frequency of the stretching vibration of the
C@O group attached to the six-membered pyran ring of
mp5c is much lower: 1781 cm�1 (Ar), 1775 cm�1 (Xe).
Analogous pairs of bands due to C@O stretching vibra-
tions in the Dewar and Kekulé type structures were previ-
ously observed for other a-pyrones: 1846 and 1757 cm�1

(Xe) for a-pyrone itself [17], 1838 and 1761 cm�1 (Ar) for
4,6-dimethyl-a-pyrone [19], 1828 and 1757 cm�1 (Ar) for
4-methoxy-6-methyl-a-pyrone [21], 1838 and 1766 cm�1

(Ar) for 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-a-pyrone [21]. This fact
strongly suggests that also in the case of mp5c the Dewar
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trum of the compound isolated in an Ar matrix; (c) isolated in a Xe matrix;
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Fig. 2. UV-induced generation of the Dewar isomer (Dmp5c) of methyl
coumalate and experimental evidence of photoreversibility of this process.
Bands marked with dotted vertical lines are due to the Dmp5c

photoproduct. (a) Infrared spectrum recorded after deposition of mono-
meric mp5c into an Ar matrix (10 K); (b) spectrum recorded after 100 min
of irradiation with UV (k > 295 nm) light; (c) spectrum recorded after
subsequent 25 min of UV (k > 270 nm) irradiation; (d) difference spec-
trum: trace (c) minus trace (b). Note that the ordinate scales (a):(b):(c):(d)
relate as 0.5:1:1:2.
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form of the compound would be generated upon an expo-
sure of the matrix to UV (k > 295 nm) radiation. Another
band ascribable to the stretching vibration of a C@O group
was observed in the spectrum recorded before irradiation
at 1741 cm�1 (Ar), 1736 cm�1 (Xe). This band should be
assigned to the stretching vibration of the C@O group of
the methylcarboxy (ACOOCH3) fragment. As expected,
the frequency of this vibration did not change much with
the transformation of the pyran ring into its Dewar ana-
logue. In the spectrum recorded after UV (k > 295 nm)
irradiation (see Figs. 2 and 3), the corresponding new band
appeared at 1749 cm�1 (Ar), 1741 cm�1 (Xe).

The main photoproduct generated upon the UV
(k > 295 nm) irradiation of matrix-isolated mp5c was posi-
tively identified as the Dewar form of the compound. This
structure assignment was based on the comparison of the
experimental spectrum of the photoproduct with that the-
oretically simulated for the Dewar isomer (Fig. 3). Just like
it was for the Kekulé type structure of mp5c, two forms of
the Dewar isomer (differing by the orientation of the
�COOCH3 fragment with respect to the ring) had to be
taken into consideration. These two structures, Dmp5cI

and Dmp5cII, are presented in Scheme 2. The comparison
of the experimental and theoretical spectra illustrated in
Fig. 3 suggests that both Dmp5cI and Dmp5cII forms of
the Dewar isomer were photogenerated.

The irradiation of matrix-isolated methyl coumalate
with UV (k > 295 nm) light did not lead to a total con-
sumption of the initial substrate and its transformation
into the photoproduct(s). This could suggest that a photo-
stationary state had been achieved. A photochemical reac-
tion can lead to a photostationary state only if (alongside
the reaction in question) there is a simultaneous photoreac-
tion in the opposite direction. The occurrence of the photo-
reaction transforming the Dewar isomer back into the
Kekulé structure of mp5c was experimentally evidenced
by a sequence of irradiations of the matrix: first with UV
(k > 295 nm) light (Fig. 2, trace b) and then with UV
(k > 270 nm) light (Fig. 2, trace c). Upon the latter
(k > 270 nm) irradiation, the bands due to the previously
photogenerated Dewar isomer decreased, whereas those
due to the initially deposited mp5c increased, demonstrat-
ing a partial repopulation of this species (see Fig. 2, traces
b, c and d). These intensity changes clearly evidence that
not only the photoreaction transforming mp5c into its
Dewar isomer, but also the photoreaction in the opposite
direction occurs upon UV irradiation. These results also
demonstrate that the position of the resulting photostation-
ary state can be shifted by using UV light of different wave-
lengths for irradiation of the matrix.

The production of the Dewar isomer was not the only
photoreaction observed. As it was mentioned in Section 1,
the studied class of compounds (a-pyrones) can also
undergo photochemical cleavage of the CAO a-bond. Such
photochemical reaction results in formation of the open-
ring conjugated aldehyde-ketene (Scheme 2). Alongside
the Dewar photoproduct, this species was formed also for
mp5c studied in the present work (see Fig. 4). The clear
spectral signature of the photogenerated aldehyde-ketene
is the band appearing at a very characteristic frequency
ca. 2130 cm�1. This band (shown in Fig. 4, where it is
marked by ‘K’) is due to the ‘antisymmetric’ stretching
vibration of the C@C@O group. The aldehyde-ketene
open-ring molecule, produced from mp5c, has five confor-
mational degrees of freedom, which can result in up to 32
conformers. A theoretical investigation of all possible struc-
tures of aldehyde-ketene conformers is too expensive to be
carried out using a high-level method of quantum chemis-
try. In the current study, the structures of 12 open-ring con-
formers (with the O@CAOACH3 axis in cis orientation)
were optimised at moderate theory level [DFT(B3LYP)/
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6-31G(d,p)]. The geometry optimisations were then fol-
lowed by calculations of the infrared spectra. For all these
structures, the calculated frequencies of the antisymmetric
C@C@O stretching vibration fall into a narrow range:
2192–2229 cm�1 (unscaled frequencies). It is then clear that
it is practically impossible to experimentally distinguish
between different conformers of the open-ring aldehyde-
ketene on the basis of their spectral signatures.

In all the considered conformers of the aldehyde-ketene,
the theoretically calculated intensity of the IR band due to
‘antisymmetric’ C@C@O stretching vibration is characteris-
tically high. This value ranges from 950 to 1415 km mol�1,
the average value being 1220 km mol�1. Using this predic-
tion, it is possible to estimate the amount of the open-ring
photoproduct in the matrix samples. From the viewpoint
of the present study, especially interesting is the comparison
of the efficiencies of the two alternative photochannels:
ring-opening and valence isomerisation to the Dewar form.
In order to estimate the amount of the Dewar photoprod-
uct, the band due to the stretching vibration of the C@O
group attached to the four-membered ring (observed at
1852 cm�1 (Ar), 1844 cm�1 (Xe)) can be used, since it does
not overlap with any band due to other species. The calcu-
lated intensities of the IR bands due to this vibration in the
Dmp5cI and Dmp5cII isomers are equal to 564 and 568 km
mol�1 (566 km mol�1 in average). The experimental inte-
grated intensities of the characteristic bands (due to the
C@C@O ‘antisymmetric’ and C@O stretching vibrations)
in the IR spectra of the two photoproducts (aldehyde-
ketene and Dmp5c, respectively) were measured at different
stages of irradiation. Then these experimental values were
divided by the calculated intensities of the corresponding
theoretical bands. It was found that after a prolonged UV
(k > 295 nm) irradiation (see trace a in Fig. 4), the amount
of the Dewar isomer present in the matrix turned out to be
seven times higher than the amount of the open-ring photo-
product. At all stages of irradiation, the share of the open-
ring photoproduct was no higher than a few percent of the
total. Noteworthy, the populations of the Dewar and alde-
hyde-ketene photoproducts were not growing parallel
throughout the whole period of irradiation. The Dewar iso-
mer was slowly accumulating in the sample, its amount
increasing monotonously during several hours of irradia-
tion. Instead, the amount of the open-ring aldehyde-ketene
in the matrix increased very quickly within the first few min-
utes of the irradiation and afterwards it changed only very
slightly. This behaviour suggests that a photostationary
state between the starting form of the compound and the
open-ring aldehyde-ketene product had been achieved upon
just a few minutes of UV (k > 295 nm) irradiation. Then,
together with the consumption of the initial substrate (by
its transformation into the Dewar form), the population
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of the aldehyde-ketene (being in the dynamic ‘ring opening–
ring closure’ photoequilibrium with mp5c) was slowly
decreasing. This also means that the ring-opening photore-
action is a photoreversible process.

The exposure of the matrices to the higher energy UV
(k > 200 nm) light opened an additional photochannel.
The appearance of a very strong new absorption band
due to CO2 (see Fig. 4, trace b) demonstrates that the
UV-induced decarboxylation had taken place under these
conditions. Simultaneously with the growth of the charac-
teristic IR band due to CO2, the IR absorptions due to
the Dewar isomer Dmp5c decreased in intensity (see the dif-
ference spectrum c in Fig. 4; the bands pointing down and
marked with ‘D’ are due to Dmp5c). This irreversible pro-
cess led to nearly complete consumption of the Dewar iso-
mer. Interestingly, upon the irradiation with the UV
(k > 200 nm) light the bands due to the initial isomer of
mp5c did not decrease. Instead, the intensities of these
bands, such as that at 1781 cm�1 (Ar), clearly increased.
This observation provides a further evidence of the revers-
ibility of the photoreaction transforming mp5c into its
Dewar isomer. Moreover, this shows that the species under-
going decarboxylation induced by the UV (k > 200 nm)
light is the Dewar isomer of methyl coumalate.

If CO2 is split from Dmp5c, then the expected product is
methylcarboxy-cyclobutadiene (cb) (see Scheme 2). The
generation of such an antiaromatic product was previously
considered in the study on the photochemical and pyrolyt-
ical transformations of solid mp5c in KBr pellets [24].
Although only the evolution of CO2 was observed and no
positive evidence of obtaining cb was provided, the authors
(Javaheripour and Neckers [24]) claimed that the source of
CO2 is not methyl coumalate itself but its dimers. The
experimental work, carried out within the present study
on matrix-isolated molecules of mp5c, unequivocally dem-
onstrates that the UV-induced decarboxylation concerns
monomers of the Dmp5c reactant. The previous attempts
to obtain methylcarboxy-cyclobutadiene (cb) [24] had
failed, most probably because of the high reactivity of this
antiaromatic species. One of the advantages of the matrix-
isolation technique is that such reactive species can be
trapped in an inert, low-temperature environment and iden-
tified at leisure using stationary spectroscopic methods.
That is why, in the present matrix-isolation study, it was
possible to photogenerate, stabilise and spectroscopically
identify the expected cyclobutadiene photoproduct.

The extracted experimental IR spectrum of the methyl-
carboxy-cyclobutadiene (cb) photoproduct is shown in
Fig. 5. The molecule of cb can exist in two conformations:
cbI and cbII (see Scheme 2). The theoretical spectra calcu-
lated for these two conformations are very similar to each
other. Both of them are in a fair agreement with the exper-
imental IR spectrum (see Fig. 5). However, it is very difficult
to distinguish between these conformations or choose one of
them, similarly as it was the case for the conformers mp5c

and Dmp5c. Additionally, it can be noted that the two con-
formers, cbI and cbII, can interconvert between each other
via the so-called automerisation mechanism, involving fast
tunneling exchange between the CAC and C@C bonds in
the four-membered carbon ring. The possibility of such pro-
cess to occur in a low-temperature argon matrix has been
demonstrated by Redington [31] for the non-substituted
cyclobutadiene molecule. The possibility of a similar trans-
formation can be suggested also for a substituted cyclobut-
adiene, such as methylcarboxy-cyclobutadiene.

The experimental observation of the cb photoproduct is
also a clear indication of the unimolecular decarboxylation
mechanism of the Dewar isomer and gives the evidence in
favour of the fact that decarboxylation occurs from the
Dewar substructure and not from the methylcarboxy sub-
stituent. Indeed, the position of the band due to the stretch-
ing vibration of the C@O group observed in the spectra of
the products of photodecarboxylation is similar to the fre-
quencies of the stretching vibrations of the C@O groups in
the COOCH3 fragment of both mp5c and Dmp5c, but is
considerably lower (by ca. 100 cm�1) than the frequency
of the stretching vibration of the C@O group directly
attached to the four-membered ring of the Dewar isomer.
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4. Conclusion

The photochemistry of the matrix-isolated methyl
coumalate (a molecule belonging to the hitherto scarcely
studied family of 5-substituted a-pyrones) has been investi-
gated in the present study. The structures of the initial com-
pound as well as of the photoproducts were probed by the
infrared spectroscopy, supported by the high-level quan-
tum chemical calculations. The exposure of matrix-isolated
methyl coumalate to the UV (k > 295 nm) light has been
shown to induce two photoisomerisation reactions. The
isomerisation to the Dewar form of the compound turned
out to dominate, whereas the alternative reaction was the
cleavage of the a-bond (CAO) generating the open-ring
aldehyde-ketene. Both processes were determined to be
reversible, the position of the photoequilibrium being
dependent on the excitation light. Upon k > 200 nm irradi-
ation, the monomeric Dewar species was found to undergo
decarboxylation, with a production of the methoxycar-
bonyl substituted cyclobutadiene. Both the vibrational
characterisation of the detected species and the observation
of their infrared spectra were carried out for the first time.
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